Abstract: Nonlinear radar exploits the difference in frequency between radar waves that illuminate and are reflected from electromagnetically nonlinear targets. Harmonic radar is a special type of nonlinear radar that transmits one or multiple frequencies and listens for frequencies at or near their harmonics. Nonlinear radar differs from traditional linear radar by offering high clutter rejection and is particularly suited to the detection of devices containing metals and semiconductors. Examples include tags for tracking insects, tags worn by humans for avoiding collisions with vehicles, or for monitoring vital signs. Such tags contain a radio-frequency (RF) nonlinearity, often a Schottky diode, connected to a suitable antenna. Targets with inherent nonlinearities, such as metal contacts, semiconductors, transmission lines, antennas, filters, and ferroelectrics, also respond to nonlinear radar. In this paper, the successful exploitation of harmonic radar for moving target imaging and synthetic aperture imaging of targets, while suppressing clutter signals from linear targets, are presented. Our results demonstrate some unique advantages of harmonic radar over its traditional linear counterpart.
Introduction
One of the earliest observations of nonlinearities in electrical circuits was made by Michael Faraday in 1833 [1] . He observed that the resistance of particular resistors changed as a function of temperature. The modern day realization of this effect is the thermistor. A system is considered linear if it satisfies two properties, namely, homogeneity and additivity. A system is homogeneous if scaling the input to the system results in a scaled version of the output. A system is additive if, when multiple inputs are summed, the result is the sum of the outputs. Systems that do not meet both of these conditions are considered to be nonlinear systems. In a practical sense, all radio frequency (RF) and microwave systems exhibit some degree of nonlinearity; there is no such thing as a true linear system, only good linear approximations of nonlinear systems.
Nonlinearities in RF and microwave system can take many forms. Historically, nonlinearities are found in circuit elements such as diodes, transistors, amplifiers, mixers and others. A less common nonlinear mechanism is passive intermodulation (PIM) distortion, which is found in antennas, cable connectors, metal-to-metal junctions, etc. A recent development is the exploitation of nonlinearities in electronic circuits in order to detect and track nonlinear targets. This is typically done by tagging targets of interest with custom made nonlinear circuits.
Harmonic Radar

Harmonic Radar Range Equation
A nonlinear scatterer can be characterized by a scattering radar cross section (RCS) that depends upon (and generally increases with) the incident power density S i , as opposed to a linear scatterer for which the RCS may be assumed constant except at very high power levels. The nonlinear RCS, σ n (S i ) in m 2 , is defined as that area intercepting the amount of power at frequency f t which, when scattered isotropically at frequency f r , produces an echo equal to that observed from the scatterer [40] . For nonlinear scattering to occur, f r = f t ; however, for harmonic scattering, f r is a multiple of f t . Over the past few decades, several researchers have characterized the nonlinear scattering properties of a variety of targets, both analytically and experimentally, and have also derived different formulations for the nonlinear radar range equation [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] .
The radar range equation for a harmonic radar ( f r = n f t , where n is an integer) has been derived and it shows that, whereas the received signal is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the range for a conventional radar (i.e., R −4 dependence), the range law becomes increasingly unfavorable for successive higher harmonics, showing a dependence of R −(2n+2) [50] . For a practical harmonic radar, the second or third harmonics are therefore generally preferred, yielding inverse sixth and inverse eighth power range laws, respectively. Even so, the higher rate of power reduction with range restricts the use of harmonic radar to close range applications (less than about 20 m), although they have the advantage of higher visibility when illuminated at higher power densities.
Consider the block diagram of a radar signal path shown in Figure 1 .
Electronics 2017, 6, 30 3 of 20 perform high resolution synthetic aperture imaging. While our work on moving target and synthetic aperture radar imaging has been published in conference proceedings, this paper combines the two imaging modalities and presents a unified treatment of the two topics.
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Harmonic Radar Range Equation
A nonlinear scatterer can be characterized by a scattering radar cross section (RCS) that depends upon (and generally increases with) the incident power density i S , as opposed to a linear scatterer for which the RCS may be assumed constant except at very high power levels. The nonlinear RCS, ) ( i n S  in m 2 , is defined as that area intercepting the amount of power at frequency t f which, when scattered isotropically at frequency r f , produces an echo equal to that observed from the scatterer [40] . For nonlinear scattering to occur, t r f f  ; however, for harmonic scattering, r f is a multiple of t f . Over the past few decades, several researchers have characterized the nonlinear scattering properties of a variety of targets, both analytically and experimentally, and have also derived different formulations for the nonlinear radar range equation [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . The radar range equation for a harmonic radar (
, where n is an integer) has been derived and it shows that, whereas the received signal is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the range for a conventional radar (i.e., 4  R dependence), the range law becomes increasingly unfavorable for successive higher harmonics, showing a dependence of ) 2 2 (   n R [50] . For a practical harmonic radar, the second or third harmonics are therefore generally preferred, yielding inverse sixth and inverse eighth power range laws, respectively. Even so, the higher rate of power reduction with range restricts the use of harmonic radar to close range applications (less than about 20 m), although they have the advantage of higher visibility when illuminated at higher power densities.
Consider the block diagram of a radar signal path shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , point A represents the transmitted waveform, point B represents the waveform impinging on the nonlinear target after traveling a distance R , point C represents the response from the nonlinear target, and point D represents the signal returned to the radar. The radar range equation can be derived in the standard manner.
We model the input-output relationship for the nonlinear device as a power series, as
where in P is the input power incident on the target, out P is the isotropically radiated output power by the target, and n d is a scaling coefficient for the nth harmonic of the nonlinear device. The coefficient n d has units of W 1−n . The term 1  n represents the linear response, and the scaling coefficients generally drop off as n increases, i.e.,
The radar range equation for the nth harmonic term has been derived as [51]  In Figure 1 , point A represents the transmitted waveform, point B represents the waveform impinging on the nonlinear target after traveling a distance R, point C represents the response from the nonlinear target, and point D represents the signal returned to the radar. The radar range equation can be derived in the standard manner.
where P in is the input power incident on the target, P out is the isotropically radiated output power by the target, and d n is a scaling coefficient for the nth harmonic of the nonlinear device. The coefficient d n has units of W 1−n . The term n = 1 represents the linear response, and the scaling coefficients generally drop off as n increases, i.e., d n > d n+1 . The radar range equation for the nth harmonic term has been derived as [51] where f t is the fundamental transmitted frequency, f r = n f t is the received frequency at the nth harmonic, P t is the transmitted power, G t ( f t ) is the gain of the transmit antenna at frequency f t , G r (n f t ) is the gain of the receive antenna at frequency f r = n f t , λ n is the wavelength corresponding to the nth harmonic at frequency n f t , R is the range to the target, and σ n is the radar cross section of the target at the nth harmonic. The radar cross section, σ n , is given by [51] 
where A e ( f t ) is the effective aperture area of the target at the fundamental transmit frequency and G t (n f t ) is the target aperture's reradiation gain at the nth harmonic frequency n f t .
Unambiguous Range and Range Resolution
In a wideband harmonic radar system, the transmit frequency f t is stepped over a bandwidth B centered around a frequency f 0 in steps of ∆ f . Consequently, the nth harmonic received at the radar, f r , has a bandwidth of nB centered around n f 0 , due to the linear multiplication of the fundamental frequency band. For a harmonic radar operating at the nth harmonic, the maximum unambiguous range to the target, R max , and the down range resolution,∆R, are given by, respectively [52] 
and
where c is the speed of light.
Description of Harmonic Radar
The block diagram of our harmonic radar system is shown in Figure 2 . The system transmits a stepped frequency waveform over the 800-1000 MHz range and processes returns at the fundamental and the second harmonic 1.6-2 GHz frequency ranges. 
where
is the effective aperture area of the target at the fundamental transmit frequency and
is the target aperture's reradiation gain at the nth harmonic frequency t nf .
Unambiguous Range and Range Resolution
In a wideband harmonic radar system, the transmit frequency t f is stepped over a bandwidth B centered around a frequency 0 f in steps of f  . Consequently, the nth harmonic received at the radar, r f , has a bandwidth of nB centered around 0 nf , due to the linear multiplication of the fundamental frequency band. For a harmonic radar operating at the nth harmonic, the maximum unambiguous range to the target, max R , and the down range resolution, R  , are given by, respectively [52] f n
Description of Harmonic Radar
The block diagram of our harmonic radar system is shown in Figure 2 . The system transmits a stepped frequency waveform over the 800-1000 MHz range and processes returns at the fundamental and the second harmonic 1.6-2 GHz frequency ranges. The signal is generated by a National Instruments (NI) 5651 synthesizer card. Next, a coupler is used to tap off a small amount of the signal that is used as the reference. The signal is then filtered by two diplexers, each consisting of a high pass filter and a low pass filter allowing the separation of the fundamental frequency from the harmonics. The cutoff frequencies of the high and low pass filters are both set to 1.3 GHz. The cutoff of 1.3 GHz was chosen to lie between the highest fundamental frequency and the lowest second harmonic frequency. The highest fundamental ( 1  n ) frequency is 1 GHz and the lowest second harmonic ( 2  n ) frequency is 1.6 GHz. A power amplifier (PA) is used to amplify the signal to 10 W (+40 dBm). After amplification, additional harmonics are generated, so The signal is generated by a National Instruments (NI) 5651 synthesizer card. Next, a coupler is used to tap off a small amount of the signal that is used as the reference. The signal is then filtered by two diplexers, each consisting of a high pass filter and a low pass filter allowing the separation of the fundamental frequency from the harmonics. The cutoff frequencies of the high and low pass filters are both set to 1.3 GHz. The cutoff of 1.3 GHz was chosen to lie between the highest fundamental frequency and the lowest second harmonic frequency. The highest fundamental (n = 1) frequency is 1 GHz and the lowest second harmonic (n = 2) frequency is 1.6 GHz. A power amplifier (PA) is used to amplify the signal to 10 W (+40 dBm). After amplification, additional harmonics are generated, so additional diplexers are utilized for suppression. Since the power at this point is 10 W, high-power cavity diplexers are used. Each diplexer provides >80 dB of rejection in the unwanted frequency range while only attenuating the desired signal by less than 0.5 dB. The receiver is very sensitive to any harmonic signals, including harmonics generated by the transmitter. For this reason, two diplexers are used to further reduce the harmonics. An isolator is used between the diplexers to isolate the power amplifier from reverse traveling waves. Possible sources of reverse traveling wave are signals entering the transmit antenna and mismatches between the diplexer and antenna.
In the receiver, a diplexer is used after the antenna to separate the fundamental and the second harmonic. The fundamental is sent directly into a LeCroy oscilloscope for digitization. Following the diplexer, the second harmonic is amplified in a low noise amplifier (LNA), filtered through four additional diplexers, amplified in another LNA, followed by a medium power amplifier (MPA). A MPA is used for the final amplification stage to reduce distortions. A 3-dB attenuator is added between the MPA and the LNA to improve the impedance match between them and to reduce reflections. A high-speed LeCroy oscilloscope is used to digitize the reference signal from the coupler, the second harmonic from the receiver, and the fundamental response. The oscilloscope is set to sample the signals at 10 GS/s.
Specifications of the harmonic radar system are presented in Table 1 . 
Imaging of Moving Targets
Military systems face a daunting task when confronted with a complex scene containing multiple moving targets as well as stationary and moving clutter [53] . They often attempt to separate moving targets from stationary objects based on (i) measurements of the range to target; and (ii) measurements of the Doppler frequency induced by target motion. Hence, target declarations are often made based on analysis of data transformed into the range-Doppler plane. Unfortunately, range-Doppler artifacts created by moving clutter objects (such as swaying trees) can often mask slowly-moving targets of interest [54, 55] . In addition, the presence of a large number of moving targets may overload downstream processing of moving target indication (MTI) detections. If, however, the targets of interest produce nonlinear responses to a radar probe signal, it should be possible to further separate them from both background clutter and linear targets that are not of interest.
Until recently, the exploitation of non-linear phenomena has been restricted primarily to the detection of stationary targets [21, 41, 56] . If such non-linear processing techniques could be incorporated into an MTI processing framework, a substantial enhancement in MTI system detection capability could be realized. MTI data can be processed many ways. If a target is moving between multiple range bins as data are collected, change detection can be implemented to find the moving target [57] . If the target is moving slowly with respect to the data collection rate, the target remains fixed within a single range bin and Doppler processing is needed. If the data are phase-coherent, then a coherent processing scheme can be performed to create a range-Doppler plot to track the slow moving target.
Prior work on the use of harmonic radar to detect and characterize moving targets has primarily focused on insect tracking [58, 59] and respiration monitoring [60] . In both these applications, appropriate RF tags are attached to the target's body and the harmonically scattered signal is used for tracking or Doppler estimation. This suppresses the large scattering signals from large clutter objects and interfaces and permits the extraction of the Doppler response.
Moving Target Imaging Approach
In this development, a range-Doppler plot is created for the fundamental frequency (n = 1) response as well as for the harmonic response (n = 2). Data were collected as a nonlinear target was moved to different ranges. At each target position, a full frequency sweep was performed. The frequency data collected at each target position spans the columns of a complexes data matrix. Each subsequent data acquisition fills the next row, which is called the slow time axis. An Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) operation is performed across the rows to transform the frequency domain data into the fast time domain, which can then be transformed into the distance (or range) domain, as shown in Figure 3 . 
In this development, a range-Doppler plot is created for the fundamental frequency ( 1  n ) response as well as for the harmonic response ( 2  n ). Data were collected as a nonlinear target was moved to different ranges. At each target position, a full frequency sweep was performed. The frequency data collected at each target position spans the columns of a complexes data matrix. Each subsequent data acquisition fills the next row, which is called the slow time axis. An Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) operation is performed across the rows to transform the frequency domain data into the fast time domain, which can then be transformed into the distance (or range) domain, as shown in Figure 3 . 
Dividing both sides by the number of complete data collections taken, M , yields the Doppler frequency step size,
where the product b M represents the total amount of time it takes to collect data for one rangeDoppler plot. This is called the coherent processing interval (CPI). Multiplying Equations (6) and (7) by the average wavelength yields the maximum unambiguous target speed, max D
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Moving Target Imaging Approach
where the product b M represents the total amount of time it takes to collect data for one rangeDoppler plot. This is called the coherent processing interval (CPI). Multiplying Equations (6) and (7) by the average wavelength yields the maximum unambiguous target speed, 
and From Fourier analysis, the maximum unambiguous Doppler frequency shift is based on the time pulse repetition interval (PRI). The PRI, τ b , is defined as the time it takes to collect data from all N frequency samples (N = 81) to create one range profile. The maximum Doppler frequency, f Dmax , is given by [61] 
Dividing both sides by the number of complete data collections taken, M, yields the Doppler frequency step size, ∆ f D , given by [61] 
where the product Mτ b represents the total amount of time it takes to collect data for one range-Doppler plot. This is called the coherent processing interval (CPI). Multiplying Equations (6) and (7) by the average wavelength yields the maximum unambiguous target speed, S Dmax , and the step size or speed resolution, ∆S D , for the speed axis, respectively, given by [61] and
Applying these equations to the linear and non-linear responses results in an n-fold reduction in the unambiguous target speed for the n-th harmonic and an n-fold reduction in speed step size.
Moving Target Imaging Setup
MTI data were taken in an anechoic chamber with the nonlinear target placed 4.6 m (15 feet) from the radar, as shown in the setup in Figure 5 . To simulate a moving target, the nonlinear target was moved in 2.5-cm (1-inch) increments away from the radar. A commercial RF mixer, manufactured by Mini-Circuits, was used as the nonlinear target. The antenna was connected to the RF port (as is the usual case in a receiver front end), and the local oscillator (LO) and intermediate frequency (IF) ports were terminated in 50 ohms. The mixer was not driven into its nonlinear region since there was no LO power injected. The no LO injection case (our case) is more challenging because the nonlinear response of the mixer diodes is lower than if the diodes were biased due to the injection of LO power [62] .
An in-house built dual dipole antenna was used to get energy in and out of the mixer. Each time the target was moved, complex measurements at each of the 81 frequencies were taken for the linear and the nonlinear response. The second harmonic (n = 2) range resolution was about 6 cm (15 inches), so moving the target 2.5 cm (1 inch) at a time kept it well within one range cell. Photographs from the test setup are shown in Figure 6 .
An in-house built dual dipole antenna was used to get energy in and out of the mixer. Each time the target was moved, complex measurements at each of the 81 frequencies were taken for the linear and the nonlinear response. The second harmonic ( 2  n ) range resolution was about 6 cm (15 inches), so moving the target 2.5 cm (1 inch) at a time kept it well within one range cell. Photographs from the test setup are shown in Figure 6 . 
Data Acquisition and Analysis
Data were taken over the 81 fundamental and 81 harmonic frequencies for each of the target locations. The raw data were zero padded in both the slow time and frequency domain. This was done to interpolate the range-Doppler plot. Figure 7 shows the MTI results. In order calculate the Doppler speed axis, a data collection rate of 48 Hz was chosen.
The image in Figure 7a shows the linear response of the mixer moving at the fundamental frequency, while the image in Figure 7b shows the nonlinear response of the mixer moving at the harmonic frequency. Figure 7 exhibits side lobes in both the range and Doppler domains. Therefore, a Hamming window is applied in both the frequency and the slow time domains to reduce the ringing caused by the sidelobes. The result is shown in Figure 8 for both the linear and nonlinear cases. 
The image in Figure 7a shows the linear response of the mixer moving at the fundamental frequency, while the image in Figure 7b shows the nonlinear response of the mixer moving at the harmonic frequency. Figure 7 exhibits side lobes in both the range and Doppler domains. Therefore, a Hamming window is applied in both the frequency and the slow time domains to reduce the ringing caused by the sidelobes. The result is shown in Figure 8 for both the linear and nonlinear cases. The effect of windowing is that the side lobes are reduced, albeit at the cost of widening the peaks. The linear ( 1  n ) MTI plot shown in Figure 8a shows a strong response at zero range and zero Doppler, which can be ascribed to transmit-receive antenna coupling. Although the data were taken in an anechoic chamber, there is a response from the back wall at about 7.6 m (25 feet). Since the wall is stationary, the resulting response is located at zero Doppler. There are also other linear responses from the environment between the antennas and the back wall. The target can be seen between 4.6 and 6.1 m (15-20 feet) and −1 m/s. The linear response from the target is small and would otherwise be lost in the antenna coupling and clutter, but because it is moving, MTI processing is able to distinguish it from stationary targets.
For the second harmonic response, shown in Figure 8b , there is no antenna coupling at zero range and zero Doppler. In addition, the target response stands out as the largest object in the scene, and linear clutter is virtually eliminated. There is a second response from a target at a further distance and slower Doppler speed. This is likely due to multipath, as explained in [63] . Figure 9 clearly delineates different phenomenological mechanisms that more clearly expound upon the conclusions drawn above.
We did not perform any Doppler measurements outside the anechoic chamber. In realistic outdoor scenarios, radio frequency interference (RFI) can cause degraded performance since the level of these signals at the desired harmonic bands may overwhelm the low level harmonically scattered signals being processed by the radar. In addition, multipath may cause the formation of ghost targets in the image.
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Imaging
Wideband synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems are known to produce high resolution images of target scenes. High resolution in the range direction is obtained using a wideband signal while high resolution in the azimuth direction is achieved by coherently processing the Doppler modulated returns as the antenna is scanned over a large synthesized aperture [64] . In this section, we show that a harmonic SAR can be used to form high resolution images of nonlinear targets and also be used to suppress linear clutter plaguing traditional linear SAR systems. Two different SAR data collection techniques have been implemented to create SAR images: a moving aperture, and a fixed aperture. The effect of windowing is that the side lobes are reduced, albeit at the cost of widening the peaks. The linear (n = 1) MTI plot shown in Figure 8a shows a strong response at zero range and zero Doppler, which can be ascribed to transmit-receive antenna coupling. Although the data were taken in an anechoic chamber, there is a response from the back wall at about 7.6 m (25 feet). Since the wall is stationary, the resulting response is located at zero Doppler. There are also other linear responses from the environment between the antennas and the back wall. The target can be seen between 4.6 and 6.1 m (15-20 feet) and −1 m/s. The linear response from the target is small and would otherwise be lost in the antenna coupling and clutter, but because it is moving, MTI processing is able to distinguish it from stationary targets.
For the second harmonic response, shown in Figure 8b , there is no antenna coupling at zero range and zero Doppler. In addition, the target response stands out as the largest object in the scene, and linear clutter is virtually eliminated. There is a second response from a target at a further distance and slower Doppler speed. This is likely due to multipath, as explained in [63] . Figure 9 clearly delineates different phenomenological mechanisms that more clearly expound upon the conclusions drawn above. 
SAR Image Processing Approach
SAR images can be created using data collected in many different configurations. For airborne applications, SAR systems can fly in a straight line to image a large area or they can fly in a circular path to image a desired target [65] . Ground vehicle based SAR systems can be configured in a forward looking orientation [66] [67] [68] or a side looking configuration [69, 70] . Regardless of the configuration and orientation, the basic imaging algorithms remain the same. The SAR data collected here use a back-projection algorithm to form the SAR images [66] . To perform the back-projection algorithm, a coordinate system, image area, and antenna positions need to be defined. We did not perform any Doppler measurements outside the anechoic chamber. In realistic outdoor scenarios, radio frequency interference (RFI) can cause degraded performance since the level of these signals at the desired harmonic bands may overwhelm the low level harmonically scattered signals being processed by the radar. In addition, multipath may cause the formation of ghost targets in the image.
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Imaging
Wideband synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems are known to produce high resolution images of target scenes. High resolution in the range direction is obtained using a wideband signal while high resolution in the azimuth direction is achieved by coherently processing the Doppler modulated returns as the antenna is scanned over a large synthesized aperture [64] . In this section, we show that a harmonic SAR can be used to form high resolution images of nonlinear targets and also be used to suppress linear clutter plaguing traditional linear SAR systems. Two different SAR data collection techniques have been implemented to create SAR images: a moving aperture, and a fixed aperture.
SAR Image Processing Approach
SAR images can be created using data collected in many different configurations. For airborne applications, SAR systems can fly in a straight line to image a large area or they can fly in a circular path to image a desired target [65] . Ground vehicle based SAR systems can be configured in a forward looking orientation [66] [67] [68] or a side looking configuration [69, 70] . Regardless of the configuration and orientation, the basic imaging algorithms remain the same. The SAR data collected here use a back-projection algorithm to form the SAR images [66] . To perform the back-projection algorithm, a coordinate system, image area, and antenna positions need to be defined. The imaging area consists of N pixels with coordinates (x p (i), y p (i), z p (i)) and amplitudes P(i), where 1 ≤ i ≤ N. Data are collected over an aperture consisting of K positions. The coordinates of the transmit and receive antennas need to be known at each of the K positions. The location of the receive and the transmit antennas at each aperture position are denoted as (x R (k), y R (k), z R (k)) and (x T (k), y T (k), z T (k)), respectively, where 1 ≤ k ≤ K. An illustration of the back-projection algorithm is presented in Figure 10 . 
SAR images can be created using data collected in many different configurations. For airborne applications, SAR systems can fly in a straight line to image a large area or they can fly in a circular path to image a desired target [65] . Ground vehicle based SAR systems can be configured in a forward looking orientation [66] [67] [68] or a side looking configuration [69, 70] . Regardless of the configuration and orientation, the basic imaging algorithms remain the same. The SAR data collected here use a back-projection algorithm to form the SAR images [66] . To perform the back-projection algorithm, a coordinate system, image area, and antenna positions need to be defined. The imaging area consists of N pixels with coordinates )) ( ), 
respectively, where
. An illustration of the back-projection algorithm is presented in Figure  10 .
The coordinate system, images area and antenna position define the geometry of the scene. In addition to the geometric configuration, the range profiles at each aperture position are needed to create the image. The range profile at each aperture position is defined as ) (t s k , where t is the delay and k is the index of the aperture position. The coordinate system, images area and antenna position define the geometry of the scene. In addition to the geometric configuration, the range profiles at each aperture position are needed to create the image. The range profile at each aperture position is defined as s k (t), where t is the delay and k is the index of the aperture position.
The amplitude of each pixel in the image, P(i), is calculated using
where f (i, k), is the time delay from the transmit antenna at aperture location k to the pixel at location i plus the time delay from the pixel to the receive antenna, also at location k. The delay from the transmit antenna to each pixel location is calculated using
where d T (i, k) is the delay from the transmit antenna to the pixel and c is the speed of light. Similarly, the delay from the image pixel to the receive antenna is calculated using
where d R (i, k) is the delay from the transmit antenna to the pixel. The two-way delay, f (i, k), is then given by
Now that the mathematics for SAR imaging have been established, SAR images can be created.
Moving Aperture SAR Imaging
Experimental Setup
The first set of SAR images was obtained from a moving aperture. Data were collected in an anechoic chamber to reduce environmental effects and multipath. A diagram illustrating the setup is shown in Figure 11 .
, is the time delay from the transmit antenna at aperture location k to the pixel at location i plus the time delay from the pixel to the receive antenna, also at location k . The delay from the transmit antenna to each pixel location is calculated using
is the delay from the transmit antenna to the pixel and c is the speed of light. Similarly, the delay from the image pixel to the receive antenna is calculated using
is the delay from the transmit antenna to the pixel. The two-way delay, ) ,
Moving Aperture SAR Imaging
Experimental Setup
The antennas were manually moved along a 3-m (10-foot) aperture with a 5-cm (2-inch) step size. This yields 121  K aperture positions for the synthetic aperture. The target(s) remained stationary while the antennas were moved along the aperture, as shown in the coordinate system in Figure 11 . The aperture was centered at 0  x and spanned from m 5 .
. The radiating apertures of the antennas were located at 0  y . Targets were placed in one of two positions, A or B.
The coordinates of points A and B are presented in Table 2 . The antennas were manually moved along a 3-m (10-foot) aperture with a 5-cm (2-inch) step size. This yields K = 121 aperture positions for the synthetic aperture. The target(s) remained stationary while the antennas were moved along the aperture, as shown in the coordinate system in Figure 11 . The aperture was centered at x = 0 and spanned from x = −1.5 m to x = +1.5 m. The radiating apertures of the antennas were located at y = 0. Targets were placed in one of two positions, A or B. The coordinates of points A and B are presented in Table 2 . Table 2 . x-and y-coordinates of target positions. Photographs of the system hardware are shown in Figure 12 .
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Photographs of the system hardware are shown in Figure 12 . Figure 12 . Photographs of the harmonic SAR system.
As seen in Figure 12 , the transmitter and receiver hardware were physically located close to each other. For this reason, the receiver was placed in a metal box and surrounded with absorbing foam to suppress leakage from the high power transmitter into the receiver.
To move the antennas along the aperture, the transmit and receive antennas were attached to a plastic cart on wheels. Two lines of duct tape were placed along the track to keep the antennas in proper alignment and to monitor the antenna position while in motion. Photographs of the cart, duct tape track, and antennas are shown in Figure 13 . As seen in Figure 12 , the transmitter and receiver hardware were physically located close to each other. For this reason, the receiver was placed in a metal box and surrounded with absorbing foam to suppress leakage from the high power transmitter into the receiver.
To move the antennas along the aperture, the transmit and receive antennas were attached to a plastic cart on wheels. Two lines of duct tape were placed along the track to keep the antennas in proper alignment and to monitor the antenna position while in motion. Photographs of the cart, duct tape track, and antennas are shown in Figure 13 . Photographs of the system hardware are shown in Figure 12 . Figure 12 . Photographs of the harmonic SAR system.
To move the antennas along the aperture, the transmit and receive antennas were attached to a plastic cart on wheels. Two lines of duct tape were placed along the track to keep the antennas in proper alignment and to monitor the antenna position while in motion. Photographs of the cart, duct tape track, and antennas are shown in Figure 13 . 
Description of Targets
For the data collection, two targets were used, one linear and one nonlinear. The linear target was a trihedral corner reflector whose longest dimension was 50.8 cm (20 inch). The nonlinear target used was a commercial mixer with a custom antenna attached to the LO port. The antenna used was an in-house built dual band dipole antenna. The low frequency band of the antenna was tuned to 900 MHz and the high frequency band was tuned to 1800 MHz. These frequencies correspond to the center of the linear and the harmonic bands, respectively. Photographs of the targets are shown in Figure 14 . 
SAR Imaging Results
SAR images were generated using the step frequency data and the back-projection algorithm [66] . More details on harmonic SAR processing can be found in [71] . Linear and nonlinear SAR data were collected on both targets present in the scene using both the linear and the nonlinear radar. The mixer placed at position A and the corner reflector placed at position B (See Table 2 for location coordinates). The linear and harmonic SAR images are presented in Figure 15 . 
Description of Targets
SAR Imaging Results
SAR images were generated using the step frequency data and the back-projection algorithm [66] . More details on harmonic SAR processing can be found in [71] . Linear and nonlinear SAR data were collected on both targets present in the scene using both the linear and the nonlinear radar. The mixer placed at position A and the corner reflector placed at position B (See Table 2 for location coordinates). The linear and harmonic SAR images are presented in Figure 15 . The linear response shows the corner reflector and mixer at the correct locations, while the nonlinear radar only shows the mixer and suppresses the corner reflector. Although the corner reflector was present in the scene while the nonlinear data were collected, it does not appear in the nonlinear SAR image in Figure 15b . This clearly demonstrates the advantage of nonlinear radar in detecting only nonlinear targets. The antenna coupling also shows a strong response in the linear SAR image, and it stays in the same range bin regardless of aperture position; thus, it is observed along the entire aperture, x = −1.5 m = −5 ft to x = +1.5 m = +5 ft. Figure 16 clearly delineates different phenomenological mechanisms that more clearly expound upon the conclusions drawn above. The linear response shows the corner reflector and mixer at the correct locations, while the nonlinear radar only shows the mixer and suppresses the corner reflector. Although the corner reflector was present in the scene while the nonlinear data were collected, it does not appear in the nonlinear SAR image in Figure 15b . This clearly demonstrates the advantage of nonlinear radar in detecting only nonlinear targets. The antenna coupling also shows a strong response in the linear SAR image, and it stays in the same range bin regardless of aperture position; thus, it is observed along the entire aperture, ft In this section, we describe a fixed antenna array used to generate SAR images. The radar receiver was modified to incorporate a custom 16:1 switching network in order to collect data from a 16-antenna array. The antennas were spaced 7.6-cm (3-inch) apart, center to center, thereby achieving a 1.22-m (4-foot) aperture. The antenna aperture is shown in Figure 17 . 
SAR Imaging with Fixed 16-Channel Receiver
Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe a fixed antenna array used to generate SAR images. The radar receiver was modified to incorporate a custom 16:1 switching network in order to collect data from a 16-antenna array. The antennas were spaced 7.6-cm (3-inch) apart, center to center, thereby achieving a 1.22-m (4-foot) aperture. The antenna aperture is shown in Figure 17 . The linear response shows the corner reflector and mixer at the correct locations, while the nonlinear radar only shows the mixer and suppresses the corner reflector. Although the corner reflector was present in the scene while the nonlinear data were collected, it does not appear in the nonlinear SAR image in Figure 15b . This clearly demonstrates the advantage of nonlinear radar in detecting only nonlinear targets. The antenna coupling also shows a strong response in the linear SAR image, and it stays in the same range bin regardless of aperture position; thus, it is observed along the entire aperture, ft In this section, we describe a fixed antenna array used to generate SAR images. The radar receiver was modified to incorporate a custom 16:1 switching network in order to collect data from a 16-antenna array. The antennas were spaced 7.6-cm (3-inch) apart, center to center, thereby achieving a 1.22-m (4-foot) aperture. The antenna aperture is shown in Figure 17 . The custom 16:1 switching network was created from five 4:1 switches. One of the 4:1 switches fed the other four 4:1 switches. This provided 16 inputs and one output. The 16 inputs were connected to the antenna array and the one output was connected to the receiver of the radar. The switching network was controlled by a multichannel digital-to-analog converter (DAC).
The fixed aperture SAR data collection was done in a wooden building located at the Adelphi Laboratory Center (ALC) location of the Army Research Laboratory. The floor of the building consisted of AstroTurf on top of sand, while the walls of the building were made of wood. For this data collection, the transmitter was placed in a metal box and covered with absorbing foam. This was done to reduce the harmonic leakage from the power amplifier and the cavity diplexer. The receiver was also shielded with metal and absorbing foam to reduce direct coupling onto the receiver.
Description of Targets
SAR data were collected from five different nonlinear targets. Three of the targets were hand held push-to-talk radios, and the other two targets were commercial RF amplifiers. A description of the targets is provided in Table 3 . Since the radio antennas did not operate over the 0.8-1 GHz or the 1.6-2 GHz frequency bands, custom made dual band dipoles were attached to the antenna port of the radios. The RF amplifiers were also outfitted with the custom antennas. The results would not change too much if the target's antennas operated at the desired frequency range, except that the received power would be higher. As long as the antennas have some gain at the second harmonic frequency and are able to capture the power in this range, the results would be similar. In applications involving detection of RF electronics, there is no effort made to have dual band antennas operating at both the fundamental and the harmonic, since the RF electronics operator wants to avoid detection. On the other hand, applications involving insect tracking do have dual band or ultrawideband antennas operating at both the fundamental and the harmonic since they want to exploit harmonic scattering.
SAR Imaging Results
Data were collected with the targets positioned at nine different locations. The targets were placed at each location one at a time while data were collected. The targets were placed directly on the ground, thereby providing a more realistic scenario. Top down and side view diagrams of the SAR scene are illustrated in Figure 18 .
All frequencies were transmitted and received on one antenna, before switching to the next antenna. The 16:1 switching network allowed for a SAR image to be collected every 20 min. In comparison, the same data collection using a moving aperture would take >2 h. The increased speed in data collection achieved by using a fixed aperture, however, comes at a cost. Since the time delay through each of the 16 channels is not exactly the same, a complex calibration matrix is needed during data processing, of size M × N, where M is the number of antennas and N is the number of frequency steps. As an example, harmonic SAR images of Target 2 at four different locations are shown in in Figure 19 . As an example, harmonic SAR images of Target 2 at four different locations are shown in in Figure 19 . As an example, harmonic SAR images of Target 2 at four different locations are shown in in Figure 19 . Figure 19 shows that as the target is moved around the imaging space, the radar is clearly able to track it in down range and cross range. Figure 19 also shows ground bounce from the target and multipath from the wooden bench.
Conclusions
This paper summarizes our results toward imaging of moving and stationary nonlinear targets using a harmonic radar. Our experimental results clearly illustrate the radar system's capability of detecting a nonlinear target at a standoff range of at least 7.9 m (26 feet). The combined linear/nonlinear radar is able to separate linear targets from nonlinear targets and track both classes of targets in range and Doppler. Linear targets can be separated from stationary clutter with a minimum detectable velocity of approximately 1 m/s, if data are collected at 48 Hz. The nonlinear data collected show no visible antenna coupling or nonlinear clutter; thus, the minimum detectable velocity for the non-linear radar is 0 m/s. The natural clutter rejection properties of harmonic radar allows for detecting non-moving targets.
We also presented linear and harmonic synthetic aperture radar images collected from a moving aperture. We conclude from our results that harmonic radar data can be used to form high quality SAR images. These images show that a harmonic radar is able to ignore the strong linear response from a linear target, such as a corner reflector, and focus only on the nonlinear target.
Since our purpose was primarily to validate the theory of harmonic radar, the choice of frequency bands was made based on the availability of components in our laboratory and cost considerations. Under operational scenarios, one must take into account issues of frequency allocations and licenses/unlicensed bands. However, we believe that our validated concepts can work in any frequency range used.
We believe that our results provide the first published evidence of the use of harmonic radar for imaging nonlinear targets, both static and moving. Nonlinear radar is a viable technique for the detection of concealed electronic components containing semiconductors. Applications include detection of humans carrying cell phones buried under earthquake rubble and concealed eavesdropping devices carrying RF transmitters.
